
USWOA Women’s College Committee Zoom Meeting 11/01/2020 
 
Members Present: 
 
Na Humma 
Sam Julian 
Rob Roy 
Susanna Sylstad 
Cody Goessl 
Nick Kindred 
Tim Pierson (USWOA Exec. Board Advisor) 
Jason Salley (Guest - NWCA National Duals) 
 
Welcome 
 
NAIA Update (Information) 
 

● General (Na Humma & Cody Goessl)  
○ Cody and Na Humma met with Bob Lade (NAIA National Director of Officials) and Marc 

Buchard (NAIA Women’s Wrestling Sport Manager).  Overall, both were impressed and 
pleased with the work done by USWOA and the Women’s Officiating Committee, but 
expressed some concerns over double-occupancy rooms and championships and 
contact during events. 
 

○ Bob is excited to work with us as women’s wrestling moves toward championship status, 
and how the USWOA can become the recognized authority for women’s wrestling 
officials.  He did mention that all NAIA officials must register through Arbiter and that 
there will be a registration fee associated with that, when the move to championship 
status happens.  All members of the committee were concerned about this possibility, 
but will continue to plan on our end how to best address it with the NAIA and the 
membership. 
 

○  
● Mid-South (Na Humma) 

○ Na Humma reported that all but 1 Mid-South event have been assigned and accepted, 
and that the coaches are pleased with the process, so far. 

● KCAC (Rob Roy) 
○ Rob reported that he now has access to Arbiter, as the KCAC administrator and will be 

meeting with Na Humma this coming week to get his league setup and running.  He 
researched schedules from the involved schools and has begun reaching out to confirm 
dates, some of which have already changed and some schedules have not been 
created, yet.  Generally, it appears that most KCAC events will take place after Jan. 01. 

 
NCAA Update (Information) 
 

● Na Humma Reported that there is no update for the NCAA schools at this time. 
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JUCO Update (Information) 

 
● Na Humma Reported that there is no update for the NCAA schools at this time. 

 
Outside Officiating Organizations Update (Information/Discussion)  
 

● USWOA Board Response and Advice for moving forward (Sam Julian & Tim Pierson) 
○ Sam and Tim reported that generally the Board is in favour of supporting the NWOA with 

information regarding women’s college wrestling, and accepting their support with 
information regarding men’s college wrestling to make available to our respective 
memberships. 
 

○ Tim wanted to make clear that the USWOA Board does not support requiring USWOA 
members to become NWOA members, or vice versa.  We will only share information, so 
that any of our membership that wishes to get involved with men’s folkstyle can have an 
avenue with which to do so. 
 

○ Na Humma clarified that the NWOA membership seemed to be on the same page with 
sharing information, but not requiring membership, in order to work together under the 
larger “collegiate wrestling” umbrella.  
 

● Plan of action outline (Discussion) 
○ Na Humma will reach out to the NWOA leadership and set up a meeting where we can 

set out our expectations of each other and identify ways we can help our respective 
memberships. 

 
NCWA National Duals Cancellation (Discussion/Action) 
 

● NCWA Updates and Communication (Jason Salley) 
○ Jason reported that there has been no additional communication from the NWCA since 

the Oct. 21 announcement that the multi-divisional duals have been canceled for 2021. 
● Contingency Plan for Assigned Officials 

○ Carry Over v. First Pick for 2022 Assignments 
 

■ After discussion, it was agreed that the 2021 NWCA Duals officials would be 
treated the same as the 2020 NAIA officials, who faced cancellation: the Duals 
officials will be carried over and used as the first group of officials to be assigned 
a 2022 national championship women’s college event. 
 

■ IF the 2021 NAIA and WCWC women’s championships end up being cancelled, 
all current 2021 assignments will carry over to 2022, as the USWOA did with 
national assignments this year. 

● *Note: Currently there is no discussion of cancellation for the NAIA or 
WCWC Championships, the committee is merely preparing a response. 
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Data Collection and Tracking for College Assignments (Discussion/Action) 
 

● Benefits of data tracking. (Cody Goessl) 
○ Cody explained that he thought it would be a good idea to track several factors facing 

our officials throughout the collegiate season (distance traveled, pay, accomodations, 
communication, etc.).  He further explained that he could create a google form and share 
it to the women’s college officials, then organize the data for the committee. 

● How best to implement (Discussion) 
○ Nick asked about the ability to collect data as events complete, so that officials don’t 

need to keep track of this information until the end of the season.  The committee agreed 
that this would be a better option, and hopefully easier on the membership. 

○ Tim expressed his support, and mentioned that the committee will need data to support 
our work in the future. 

○ Cody expressed concern that officials pay seems to vary wildly across the country, and 
that getting a better view of what’s happening could support our work for consistency. 

○ Na Humma mentioned that having cross-country data would also support our future 
communications with the NAIA and NCAA, as we move toward championship status in 
both organizations. 

● Vote to implement or hold off. (Action) 
○ The committee agreed by consensus to implement the collection of this data.  Cody will 

take lead of this project and begin creating the form and communicating with the 
Women’s College Officials. 

 
 
 


